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ABSTRACT In order to attenuate the vibration caused by the radial imbalance in theMagnetically Suspended
Flywheel (MSF), a parallel automatic balance control method is proposed. First, after the conduction of
comparison between the parallel and series notch filter, a conclusion is drawn that the MSF achieves a
better dynamic performance with greater attenuation on current vibration using the parallel notch filter.
Then, experiments are performed under three conditions: without using the unbalance control, using radial
unbalance control, and using axial unbalance control. The experimental results indicates that the stable
automatic balance control and faster converging speed are achieved with the adoption of the proposed
method. Furthermore, the vibration on the base is reduced significantly when the proposed method is
introduced for all channels.

INDEX TERMS Magnetic bearing, magnetically suspended flywheel, vibration control, parallel notch filter.

I. INTRODUCTION
The inertial momentum wheel, acting as the spacecrafts atti-
tude control actuator, has the advantages of no consumption
on propellant and high output torque accuracy. It provides the
accurate attitude control torque for spacecraft by regulating
the rotor speed [1], [2], [3]. Suspended by the active magnetic
bearings (AMBs), the magnetic suspended flywheel (MSF)
has the advantage of high accuracy, long life, compact size,
and low power consumption [4], [5]. Besides, owning to the
closed-loop control, the base can avoid the influence from
the rotor unbalanced vibration. Moreover, the drawback of
zero-speed friction is absolutely overcome by the magnetic
bearing, which presents much higher precision of attitude
control. Thus, the MSF becomes an ideal attitude control
actuator for spacecraft.

Because the implementation of magnetic control is
based on the measured gap, the displacement measure-
ment influenced by the rough surface causes the syn-
chronous vibrations[6], [7]. In addition, the rotor mass
imbalance can also attribute for the issues. Considering
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that the vibration greatly influences the control precision,
it becomes a research focus in the last decades, which
can be divided into two categories. The two methods
are used in different occasions related to the AMB-rotor
systems.

One is the unbalance compensation control, which ensure
the rotor to rotate around the geometric axis [8], [9], [10].
It is realized by compensating the unbalance force to achieve
minimum displacement compensation. In [11], the unbalance
compensation problem for AMB systems with input delays
is investigated, and an unbalance compensation method
is developed based on a solution to the output regulator
problem for systems with input delay. Due to the difficulty
arises in getting the correct estimations from unbalance
responses alone, an algorithm based on the least-squares
fit technique in frequency domain is used to identify the
residual unbalances in flexible rotors at predefined balancing
planes [12]. An adaptive unbalance compensation scheme
is proposed in [13] based on the theory of immersion and
invariance control. It estimates the information of mass
imbalance online and is incorporated into the a stabilizing
integral sliding mode controller so that the unbalance force
can be eliminated.
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The other vibration control method is the automatic
balance control, by the method of which the rotor rotates
around the approximate inertial axis to minimize syn-
chronous compensation force [14], [15], [16]. Since it is
desired to minimize the base vibration from the rotor
and avoid the power amplifier saturation caused by the
excessive control current, the automatic balance control
method is usually adopted. For example, Herzog et al. [17]
proposed a generalized narrow-band notch filter, in which the
parameters strongly depend on the inverse sensitivity matrix
evaluated at rotational speed. Cui et al. [18] proposed an
adaptive null vibration control method, which can remove
the synchronous magnetic bearing force effectively, thus
enabling the rotor rotate about its initial axis. In [19],
a concise and direct explanation of the effects of notch filter
on the rotor imbalance vibration with AMBs is proposed.
The motion induced voltage due to the type of radial AMB
was proven to be related with the synchronous vibration
response In the above research, the conventional notch
filter or LMS algorithm is commonly used to achieve zero-
current control, which series with the controller. However,
the attenuation of the notch filter is not great enough, which
limits the application. In addition, the conventional research
is concentrated on the radial channel vibration suppress,
in which the axial vibration is not considered. In this paper,
the original of error introduced from axial displacement
measurement is firstly analyzed. Based on the analysis,
the axial automatic balance is proposed to eliminate the
synchronous vibration force. At last, the effectiveness of the
proposed method is verified by sufficient experiments.

II. MSF COMPONENTS AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL
As shown in Fig. 1, the MSF is composed of the following
parts. 1) The rotor assembly including momentum wheel
body, motor rotor and magnetic bearing. 2) The sealing
cover and base providing the functions of safety protection,
heat dissipation and sealing. 3) Magnetic bearing system
including radial and axial magnetic bearing to realize the
stable suspension control of the rotor with five degrees of
freedom. The control system is composed of displacement
sensors, controllers, and power amplifiers. 4) Motor system.
The motor adopts an ironless BLDC motor. The rotor yoke
is outside the motor stator, which is a type of inner rotor
structure.

The electromagnetic force of the active magnetic bearing
can be expressed as

fx = f+ − f− =
1
4
µ0n2Aa(

(i0 + ix)2

(s0 − x)2
−

(i0 − ix)2

(s0 + x)2
) cosα

(1)

where i0 is the bias current; s0 is the unilateral air gap length;
x is the rotor displacement offset; α is the angle between the
electromagnet and the shaft; µ0 is the vacuum permeability;
n is the number of coils, and Aa is the magnetic bearing pole
area.

FIGURE 1. Structure of MSF.

Considering that x � s0 is satisfied, (1) can be linearized
as

fx =
4ki0
s20

(cosα)ix +
4ki20
s30

(cosα)x = kiix − ksx (2)

where ki and ks are the force/current coefficient and
force/displacement coefficient, respectively.

III. POSITION ERROR ANALYSIS ON AXIAL SENSOR
MEASUREMENT SURFACE
Fed by the measured displacement, the control system
generates magnetic force to suspend the rotor. Considering
that the eddy current displacement sensor with small size
of sensor probe is used, the performance of the magnetic
suspension rotor system is easily influenced. Therefore,
amount of interference signal is caused by geometric errors,
and kinds of control algorithms are employed for the
compensation. Although the rotor has been dynamically
balanced off-line using the dynamic balancing machine, there
is tiny residual imbalance left due to the accuracy limitation.
In summary, the rotor imbalance mass and the deviation from
the measuring surface to the displacement sensor result in the
synchronous frequency interference. Then, the displacement
sensor error in the axial direction causes vibration on the rotor
and reduces the operating accuracy.

Owning to the adoption of the inner rotor type momentum
wheel structure, the axial sensor cannot directly detect the
position of the rotor shaft center. Thus, the displacement
sensor probe is installed on side of the rotor for the size
limitation. Due to the residual imbalance and unavoidable
errors during the assembly process, the perpendicularity
between the axial displacement measurement surface and the
rotor rotation axis cannot be fully guaranteed.

The displacements from the geometric axis and the inertial
axis of the rotor in the generalized coordinate can be
respectively expressed as

qG = [xG, βG, yG,−αG]T . (3)

qI = [xI , βI , yI ,−αI ]T . (4)
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FIGURE 2. Rotor displacement of Z axis.

In the generalized coordinate system, the rotor imbalance
is defined as

1q = qI − qG =


ε cos (�t + χ)
σ sin (�t + δ)
ε sin (�t + χ)
−σ cos (�t + δ).

 . (5)

The displacement sensor signal is assumed as qs =
[sax , sbx , say, sby]. Based on the relationship between the
generalized coordinate system and sensor coordinate system,
qs can be deduced as

qs = T sqG=T s(qI −1q) (6)

where T s = ks


1 ls 0 0
1 −ls 0 0
0 0 1 ls
0 0 1 −ls

, and ks denotes the

amplitude factor.
Considering the axial sensor probe and the X -direction

sensor probe are installed on the same plane, the direction
displacement is obtained as

r =
sax + sbx

2
= sx = xI − ε cos (�t + χ) . (7)

As shown in Fig.2, h denotes the axial displacement of the
rotor, and the axial displacement sensor Z is located at the
lower end of rotor. α denotes the angle between the axial
rotor displacement measurement surface and the horizontal
direction.

Thus, the output signal of the axial sensor can be described
as

z = h · cosα−r · sinα. (8)

Substituting (7) into equation (8) gives the displacement
from axial sensor as

z = h · cosα − [xI − ε cos (�t + χ)] · sinα. (9)

Therefore, from (9), the axial displacement sensor signal
contains radial coupling interference, and the dynamic
behavior of the rotor axis is influenced by radial unbalance.

Because the high machining accuracy is adopted, the rotor
axial displacement measuring surface and the horizontal
plane are simultaneously controlled in the rotor axis.
Therefore, the rotor is controlled stalely in five degrees of
freedom. The rotor radially revolves around the inertial main
shaft, and the magnetic bearing axial controller will not
respond at the synchronous frequency. In addition, the axial
force with the synchronous frequency will not be transmitted
to the base, and the decouple of each DOF is realized.

IV. AUTOMATIC BALANCE CONTROL
The basic idea of automatic balance control is to elimi-
nate the synchronous frequency in the displacement signal
using the notch filter. With the elimination of the unbalanced
disturbance in the displacement signal, the synchronous
magnetic force is not generated. Therefore, the base vibration
caused by synchronous disturbance will be significantly
reduced. The automatic balance control is beneficial to reduce
the reaction force at synchronous frequency, the consumed
control energy, and the burden of the controller.

Based on the analysis above, a parallel adaptive notch
filter for the automatic balance control is proposed. Taking
the XA channel as an example, as shown in Fig. 3, the
notch filter Nf (s) center frequency varies with the speed. The
feedback coefficient ε determines the convergence speed and
bandwidth of the notch filter.

Assuming that xf (t) and cf (t) are the input and output
signals of Nf (s), respectively. cf (t) can be expressed as

cf (t)= [sin�t cos�t]
[ ∫

sin�t · xf (t)dt∫
cos�t · xf (t)dt

]
(10)

where cf (t) and � satisfy the following equation

c̈f (t)+�2cf (t) = ẋf (t). (11)

Then the transfer function of the notch filter is written as

Nf (s) =
cf (s)
xf (s)

=
s

s2 +�2 . (12)

When the same frequency current control current is not
introduced. The transfer function from u to iax can be deduced
as

Gui(s) =
iax
u
= −

Gw(s)Gc(s)kadks
1+Gw(s)Gc(s)Gp(s)kadks

. (13)

As shown in Fig. 2, in the parallel mode, the transfer
function from u to iax can be denoted as

G′ui(s) =
iax
u
= −

Gw(s)
Gc(s)

1+Gc(s)εNf (s)
kadks

1+ Gw(s)Gc(s)
1+Gc(s)εNf (s)

Gp(s)kadks
. (14)

Subtracting (12) into 14 gives

G′ui(s) =
iax
u
= −

Gw(s)
(s2+�2)Gc(s)

(s2+�2)+εsGc(s)
kadks

1+ (s2+�2)Gw(s)Gc(s)
(s2+�2)+εsGc(s)

Gp(s)kadks
. (15)
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FIGURE 3. Parallel adaptive notch filter.

TABLE 1. Parameters of the MSF.

FIGURE 4. Experimental configuration of MSF.

Considering that the deviation part is a tiny value, which
denotes as{
G′ui(jω) ≈ 0, ω ∈ (�−1� �+1�)
G′ui(jω) ≈ Gui(jω), ω ∈ (0 �−1�] ∪ [�+1� ,+∞)

(16)

From the (16), the control current is equal to zero at
�. But the frequency characteristics from the unbalanced
amount to the control current has not changed at other
frequencies.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As shown in Fig. 4, an experimental configuration is set up
to verify the suppression effect of the axial automatic balance
control. The maximum speed of theMSF rotor is 100 Hz. The
parameters are shown in Table 1.

The test bench is a type of KISTLER-Z21492. Based on the
analysis above, the experiments are divided into the following
three different conditions.

FIGURE 5. Radial force vibration comparison before and after the
introduction of the proposed method. (a) Magnetic force variation before
introducing the proposed method. (b) Magnetic force variation after
introducing the proposed method.

1) With the unbalance control switched off, the rotor
operates in a stable state only using the PID control method.
Then, the base vibration during the rotor speed increasing is
measured.

2) With the unbalance control switched on at the radial
direction, the rotor is stably suspended. Then, the base
vibration is measured during the acceleration of the MSF
rotor speed.

3) With the unbalance control switched on in all channels,
and the base vibration of the MSF is measured during the
rotor acceleration.

As shown in Fig. 5, the radial vibration frequency
spectrum of the base is compared before and after the
introduction of proposed method at 30 Hz. The radial
synchronous frequency vibration force of the base is large
before the introduction of the proposed method. The output
torque accuracy is seriously deteriorated. When the radial
unbalance control is switched on, the radial synchronous
frequency vibration of the base is greatly eliminated,
which indicates that the proposed method presents an ideal
performance.

After the employment of the automatic balance and
unbalance control in the radial direction, the rotor speed con-
tinues to be controlled to increase. When the speed reaches
50 Hz, the amplitude of the axial synchronous frequency
vibration of the base increases significantly, which results
in larger oscillations in the axial direction. Then, imbalance
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FIGURE 6. Axial force vibration comparison. (a) Magnetic force variation
before introducing the proposed method. (b) Magnetic force variation
after introducing the proposed method.

algorithm is activated in the axial direction. Fig. 6 shows the
axial vibration frequency spectrum of the base before and
after the introduction of the axial imbalance compensation
control at 50 Hz. The synchronous frequency vibration
of the base is weakened obviously, and the amplitude of
the axial synchronous frequency vibration is reduced by
about 80%.

In summary, the experimental results indicates that the
simultaneous introduction of the axial and radial directions
can suppress the synchronous frequency vibration of the base
effectively, which greatly improves the stability of the system
and realizes the ‘‘super static’’ operation.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, it is firstly analyzed that the amplitude of
the synchronous frequency vibration of the MSF base is
determined by two factors. One is the rotor unbalanced
mass, and the other is measured signal variation from the
measuring surface to the displacement sensor. Then, based
on the analysis, a parallel balance control method is proposed
to reduce the axial vibration. Three different experiments are
conducted, which cover the conditions of not switching on the
balance control, only switching on radial unbalance control,
and switching on the radial and axial unbalance control at the
same time.

From the experiment, it is verified that radial and axial
unbalance control switched on simultaneously presents a
good performance on the attenuation of base vibration.
In addition, it is proved that automatic balance control can
also be achieved in the axial direction. Compared with the
method only using the radial automatic balance control,
the unbalance automatic balance control method achieved
better performance, the application area of which has been
broadened.
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